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Introduction 

 

Recent research has provided important principles to follow in successfully revegetating 

disturbed lands in arid climates. Sustainable revegetation needs to be accomplished within the 

confines of the existing ecosystem of the area. Revegetation planning, revegetation 

implementation, and evaluation and monitoring should be considered for each revegetation 

project. Planning includes conducting a site assessment, establishing goals and standards, 

determining site preparation requirements, selecting species, selecting revegetation techniques, 

selecting conservation and water management treatments, determining timing, and evaluating 

costs. Revegetation implementation begins with the selection of an on-site manager who will 

monitor adherence to the revegetation plan, conduct pre-job meetings, and ensure revegetation is 

implemented as planned. Project evaluation and long-term management includes conducting on-

site inspections, evaluating success, and implementing modification where necessary. Successful 

revegetation projects completed within the Great Basin and Mojave Desert ecoregions are 

presented. Seeding and transplanting prove to be successful in Great Basin ecoregion. Irrigation 

was used with highly predictable success in transition zone between Great Basin and Mojave 

Desert ecoregions. Seed pretreatment, irrigation, and various mulches show promise for 

successful revegetation in the drier Mojave Desert ecoregion 

 

This bibliography is produced by National Scientific and Technical Information Centre to be 

distributed in the Desert Agriculture and Ecosystems Program. 

 

The bibliography highlights some of the latest publications; conference papers , journal articles 

that cover” Ecological monitoring and evaluation od success of active revegetation of degraded 

terrestrial ecosystems under kerp “project for the period 2019 -2021 using Scopus , ProQuest  

and Web of Science Databases .  
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Title: Taxon-specific sensitivities to flow intermittence reveal macroinvertebrates as potential 

bioindicators of intermittent rivers and streams 

Author: Miliša, M., Stubbington, R., Datry, T., (...), Šumanović, M., Milošević, D. 

Source: Science of The Total Environment Volume 804, 15 January 2022, 

 

Abstract 

 

As complex mosaics of lotic, lentic, and terrestrial habitats, intermittent rivers and ephemeral 

streams (IRES) support high biodiversity. Despite their ecological importance, IRES are poorly 

represented in routine monitoring programs, but recent recognition of their considerable—and 

increasing—spatiotemporal extent is motivating efforts to better represent IRES in ecological 

status assessments. We examine response patterns of aquatic macroinvertebrate communities and 

taxa to flow intermittence (FI) across three European climatic regions. We used self-organizing 

map (SOM) to ordinate and classify sampling sites based on community structure in regions with 

continental, Mediterranean and oceanic climates. The SOM passively introduced FI, quantified 

as the mean annual % flow, and visualized its variability across classified communities, 

revealing a clear association between community structure and FI in all regions. Indicator species 

analysis identified taxa indicative of low, intermediate and high FI. In the continental region, the 

amphipod Niphargus was indicative of high FI and was associated with groundwater-fed IRES, 

whereas indicators of Mediterranean IRES comprised Odonata, Coleoptera and Heteroptera taxa, 

which favor lentic conditions. In the oceanic region, taxa indicative of relatively high FI included 

leuctrid stoneflies and a limnephilid caddisfly, likely reflecting the colonization of IRES by 

aerial adults from nearby perennial reaches. The Diptera families Chironomidae and Simuliidae 

showed contrasting FI preferences among regions, reflecting environmental heterogeneity 

between regions and the coarse taxonomic resolution to which these organisms were identified. 

These region-specific community and taxon responses of aquatic biota to FI highlight the need to 

adapt standard biotic indices to enable effective ecological status assessments in IRES 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S004896972105097X 

 

Title: Managing Groundwater to Ensure Ecosystem Function 

Author: Saito, L., Christian, B., Diffley, J., (...), Rohde, M.M., Morrison, S.A. 

Source: Groundwater 202159(3), pp. 322-333 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Groundwater is a critical resource not only for human communities but also for many terrestrial, 

riparian, and aquatic ecosystems and species. Yet groundwater planning and management 

decisions frequently ignore or inadequately address the needs of these natural systems. As a 

consequence, ecosystems dependent on groundwater have been threatened, degraded, or 

eliminated, especially in arid regions. There is growing acknowledgment that governmental 

protections for these ecological resources are necessary, but current legal, regulatory and 

voluntary provisions are often inadequate. Groundwater management premised on “safe yield,” 

which aims to balance human withdrawals with natural recharge rates, typically provides little to 

https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85114697862&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=b07f6caba3a8872988e6526d44ad3129&sot=b&sdt=sisr&sl=36&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28ECOLOGICAL+MONITORING%29&ref=%28TERRESTRIAL+ECOSYSTEMS%29&relpos=0&citeCnt=0&searchTerm=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85114697862&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=b07f6caba3a8872988e6526d44ad3129&sot=b&sdt=sisr&sl=36&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28ECOLOGICAL+MONITORING%29&ref=%28TERRESTRIAL+ECOSYSTEMS%29&relpos=0&citeCnt=0&searchTerm=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=9738402300&zone=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=23091974900&zone=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=6602386025&zone=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57221754582&zone=
https://0510a3w8l-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57203855719&zone=
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697/804/supp/C
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/ephemeral-stream
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/ephemeral-stream
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/macroinvertebrate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/climatic-region
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/oceanic-climate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/coleoptera
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/biotic-index
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S004896972105097X
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=6603194785&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57222221921&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57222228285&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=56730050600&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=7201672369&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/29460?origin=resultslist
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no consideration for water needed by ecosystems. Alternatively, the “sustainable yield” concept 

aims to integrate social, economic and environmental needs for groundwater, but the complexity 

of groundwater systems creates substantial uncertainty about the impact that current or future 

groundwater withdrawals will have on ecosystems. Regardless of the legal or regulatory 

framework, guidance is needed to help ensure environmental water needs will be met, especially 

in the face of pressure to increase human uses of groundwater resources. In this paper, we 

describe minimum provisions for planning, managing, and monitoring groundwater that 

collectively can lower the risk of harm to groundwater-dependent ecosystems and species, with a 

special emphasis on arid systems, where ecosystems and species may be especially reliant upon 

and sensitive to groundwater dynamics. 

https://ngwa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gwat.13089 

 

Title: Feasibility of terrestrial laser scanning for quantification of vegetation structure 

parameters of restored sandy land in the southern Qinghai–Tibeten Plateau 

Author: Tian, J., Li, H., Li, Y., (...), Ma, W., Xu, Y. 

Source: Land Degradation and Development  2021 32(4), pp. 1667-1679 

 

Abstract 

 

The efficiency of ecosystem restoration of degraded land is typically assessed using vegetation 

structure parameters (VSP). However, the field measurement of VSP, particularly in the 

Qinghai–Tibet Plateau (QTP), which is a problematic area for ecological restoration because of 

its harsh environment, is generally time-consuming and labour intensive. Therefore, new 

methods for VSP measurement should be developed. In this study, VSP were quantified at the 

individual scale, including their number, height, and crown width. Furthermore, the quadrat 

scale, such as vegetation coverage (VC) and leaf area index (LAI) on a restored sandy plot 

(100 m × 100 m) in the middle reaches of the Yarlung Zangbo River basin, is quantified using 

terrestrial laser scanning. Thereafter, the TLS-derived VSP are validated by field measurements. 

To extract the VSP of low-height vegetation (shrubs) at the individual scale, three approaches are 

tested: the manual measurement of VSP from TLS data, individual vegetation segmentation 

(IVS) without specific root locations, and IVS with specific root locations. The results indicate 

that the VSP of shrubs can be manually derived from the TLS data and are consistent with field 

measurements. By specifying the root locations before performing the IVS, the identification rate 

of the number of shrubs can be improved significantly from 40.3% to 100%. The height 

extracted by the IVS corresponds better with the manual measurement (R2 > 0.99) than with the 

crown width (R2 < 0.65). At the quadrat scale, the optimal resolution is analyzed to extract the 

VC. The analysis suggests that the optimal resolution for extracting the VC based on the canopy 

height model is in the 1-2 cm range. In extracting the LAI using the voxel-based method, it is 

discovered that the appropriate voxel size is linearly dependent on the mean point spacing (y = 

2.143x, R2= 0.826). This study provides useful guidance for monitoring the effectiveness of 

ecological conservation and restoration on the QTP. 

Title: What does Atlantic Forest soundscapes can tell us about landscape? 

Author: Scarpelli, M.D.A., Ribeiro, M.C., Teixeira, C.P. 

https://ngwa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gwat.13089
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57209009373&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=35201407500&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=15623541100&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57192705369&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=55322100600&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/23239?origin=resultslist
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57204789471&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=26321928900&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=13806204600&zone=
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Source: Ecological Indicators 2021 121,107050 

Abstract 

 

The ecoacoustics approach for environmental recordings analysis is used to understand and 

identify big ecological patterns related to different sound sources, like animals, humans and the 

environment itself. Sounds can vary according to several features that can be on its surroundings 

or far away, therefore they are very much reliant on scale. Because humans are changing the 

environment so much and we cannot account for all those changes in the same speed as they 

happen, we need fast evaluation tools, such as remote sensing and acoustic monitoring 

(considered the equivalent of spatial remote sensing for sounds). Considering that the scale of 

effect was never measured for soundscapes before, we aimed to see in what scale different 

acoustic indices were responsive. Also, we tested how acoustic indices are influenced by natural 

vegetation cover. We recorded environmental sounds in Atlantic Forest fragments during three 

months on the rainy season. Then we calculated different acoustic indices and the percentage of 

natural vegetation cover in different scales. Our results corroborated our initial hypotheses: 

different indices respond to different scales and their medians varied according to the amount of 

vegetation cover on the surroundings. More studies are needed with less fragmented areas, to test 

indices behaviour in a continuum, but we consider this work an important starting point to 

understand acoustic indices behaviour in tropical areas, especially in such degraded and 

threatened area as Atlantic Forest. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X20309894 

 

Title: Restoring HCHs polluted land as one of the priority activities during the UN-International 

Decade on Ecosystem Restoration (2021–2030): A call for global action 

Author: Tripathi, V., Edrisi, S.A., Chaurasia, R., (...), Srivastava, P., Abhilash, P.C. 

Source: Science of The Total Environment Volume 689, 1 November 2019, Pages 1304-1315 

 

Abstract 

 

The United Nations General Assembly has recently declared 2021–2030 as the ‘International 

Decade on Ecosystem Restoration’ for facilitating the restoration of degraded and destroyed 

terrestrial and marine systems for regaining biodiversity and ecosystem services, creating job 

opportunities and also to fight against climate change. One of the prime focus is the restoration 

of ~350 mha of degraded land across the world for attaining the UN-Sustainable Development 

Goals. Pesticides are one of the major causes of land pollution 

and hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs, including technical-HCH and γ-HCH) is one of the widely 

used organochlorine pesticides during the past seven decades before α-, β-, and γ-HCH was 

listed in the Stockholm Convention in 2009. The widespread pollution of HCHs has been 

reported from every sphere of the environment and ~7 Mt of HCHs residues have been dumped 

worldwide near the production sites. HCHs isomers have higher volatility, water solubility and 

long-range atmospheric transport ability which further facilitates its entry into various 

environmental compartments. Therefore, the restoration and management of HCHs polluted land 

is urgently required. Despite various pilot-scale studies have been reported for the remediation of 

HCHs polluted land, they are not successfully established under the field conditions. This is 

https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/20292?origin=resultslist
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X20309894
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=55694653100&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=56315460800&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=53363152900&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=56423885200&zone=
https://0510a3wdk-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=23018182200&zone=
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697/689/supp/C
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/hch
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/organochlorine-pesticide
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/stockholm-convention
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/isomer
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/atmospheric-transport
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mainly due to the high concentration of HCHs residues in the contaminated soil and also due to 

its toxicity and highly persistent nature, which increases the complexity of the onsite 

remediation. Here we provide a novel approach i.e. sequential and integrated remediation 

approach (SIRA) for the restoration of HCHs contaminated land by the integrated use of 

agroresidues along with the application of HCHs degrading microorganisms and chemical 

amendments followed by the plant-based clean-up techniques using grasses, herbs, shrubs and 

trees in a sequential manner. SIRA provides cost effective solution with enhanced ecological and 

socioeconomic benefits for the sustainable restoration of HCHs contaminated sites. 

Title: Forest, wetland and biodiversity: Revealing multi-faceted ecological services from 

ecorestoration of a degraded tropical landscape 

Author: Priyanka HalderMallickSusanta KumarChakraborty 

Source: Ecohydrology & Hydrobiology Volume 18, Issue 3, July 2018, Pages 278-296 

 

Abstract 

 

With the deterioration of tropical forests, the loss of species, their habitat and linked socio-

ecological degradation is regrettably becoming widespread. Although having their own 

contribution to sustainable development separately, the linkages between wetlands and forests 

exemplify the importance of managing ecosystems in their entirety to protect their ecological 

character and related ecosystem services (ES) that are vital to human activity. To explore the role 

of ecorestoration efforts within forest-wetland ecosystem in conserving biodiversity and 

maintaining the sustained flow of ES, the multi-decadal recovery of a degraded landscape of 

Gurguripal forest, West Bengal, India, was tracked with the help of geospatial technology and 

field surveys of biodiversity and socio-ecological bonds. To evidence the noticeable recovery of 

the study site over 25 years remote sensing (RS) techniques were used to track forest type and 

land use land cover (LULC) changes over time, together with an ecological monitoring at site of 

the sal dominated tropical deciduous forest and the created wetland ecosystems using ground 

truth data on vegetation, floral and faunal diversity, physicochemical parameters of water and 

soil, etc. and socio-ecological survey do depict existing ecosystem services (ES) of these 

ecosystems. The study confirms positive effects of watershed management initiated by the Forest 

Department, Government of West Bengal, involving local people ultimately causing reduction in 

the proportion of degraded land and an increase in green coverage that has been strikingly 

manifested through retaining surface water. In spite of the lower incidence of terrestrial fauna 

inside the core of secondary forest with respect to fringe areas, the wetlands, so formed, not only 

serve as vital perennial water sources in this drought-prone lateritic tract and enrich aquatic 

biodiversity, but also multifariously multiply the value of ES in this otherwise degrading piece of 

land. 

Title: Mapping quasi-circular vegetation patch dynamics in the Yellow River Delta, China, 

between 1994 and 2016 

Author: LeiShiaQingshengLiuabChongHuangaXingGaoaHeLiaGaohuanLiua 

Source: Ecological Indicators Volume 126, July 2021, 107656 

 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/micro-organism
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1642359317301143#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1642359317301143#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/16423593
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/16423593/18/3
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/wetlands
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/geospatial-technology
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/remote-sensing
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/deciduous-forest
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/watershed-management
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/secondary-forests
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/perennials
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/1470160X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/1470160X/126/supp/C
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Abstract 

 

Because of a decrease in water provision from the Yellow River and the influence of various 

human actions, the Shandong Yellow River Delta Wetland, selected a Ramsar Wetland of 

International Importance in 2013, has undergone substantial degradation. Although some 

restoration work has been undertaken, more adaptive active restoration strategies should be 

developed based on researches on spontaneous revegetation in this region. In this regard, the 

quasi-circular vegetation patches (QVPs), characterized by a rapid rate of succession, are thus 

considered as ideal research targets. The spatial and temporal quantification of QVPs is not only 

fundamental to determining QVP formation mechanism but also contributes to the development 

of adaptive restoration strategies for the degraded ecosystems. Therefore, we examined QVP 

dynamics over seven time periods spanning 22 years using one aerial photograph and seven 

high-spatial resolution satellite images. We found that although the total number of QVPs 

remained almost unchanged, the total area had an increasing trend, and that the shape index 

(SIi=Peremeteri2πAreai) of QVPs tended to initially increase and subsequently decrease, with 

QVPs finally attaining an almost circular shape. Observations for the period between 2000 and 

2016 indicated that the area and shape of QVPs could reach maximum extents within about three 

years. This knowledge could provide a valuable basis for studying the interactions of QVPs with 

environment, and the implications/consequences to ecosystems, e.g., mechanisms of the 

evolution of ecosystems, ecological services etc. We accordingly suggest that developing a long-

term remote sensing monitoring and ground-based survey program would make a significant 

contribution to developing a nature-based solution for the degraded ecosystems in the Yellow 

River Delta, China 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216 

 

Title: Marine ecosystem restoration in a changing ocean 

Author:,James Aronson,Roberto Cimino,Cristina Gambi,Paul V. R. Snelgrove,Cindy Van 

Dover, 

Source:  Restoration Ecology  2021 29(S2),e13432 

 

Abstract 

 

Multiple human impacts on natural ecosystems cause ongoing widespread habitat loss, with 

consequent decline of biodiversity and ecosystem services. Seas and oceans, the largest biomes 

of the biosphere, show increasing numbers of degraded habitats. Ecological restoration offers a 

major tool to reverse this trend and recover biodiversity, along with human health and well-

being. The United Nations Decade on Ecosystem Restoration promotes global-scale restoration 

of degraded habitats and we can exploit lessons learned from terrestrial restoration projects to 

improve and accelerate marine ecosystem restoration science, practice, and policy. Nonetheless, 

major differences in land and sea limit direct transfer of terrestrial approaches. Limited 

ecosystem baselines, greater stochasticity and connectivity, longer timescales needed for 

effective restoration, associated high costs and advanced technologies required to access and 

intervene in marine environments (especially in the deep sea), and difficulty in scaling up 

restoration efforts all hinder the effectiveness and expansion of marine ecosystem restoration. 

Pilot actions in European waters over ca 5 years in the EU-funded MERCES consortium (Marine 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/remote-sensing
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21003216
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Aronson%2C+James
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Cimino%2C+Roberto
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Gambi%2C+Cristina
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Snelgrove%2C+Paul+V+R
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=van+Dover%2C+Cindy
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=van+Dover%2C+Cindy
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/25259?origin=resultslist
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/25259?origin=resultslist
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Ecosystem Restoration in Changing European Seas) have identified and developed new, 

promising tools and strategies to catalyze restoration actions, including engagement of funding 

organizations, governmental bodies, scientists, and citizens. We are now better positioned to 

implement restoration actions on a wide range of protected, vulnerable, and critical marine 

habitats, including seagrass meadows, algal forests, shallow rocky shore, and even some deep-

sea habitats. Outcomes from the MERCES project support future restoration initiatives by 

demonstrating restoration potential in the marine environment. 

 

Title: Feasibility of terrestrial laser scanning for quantification of vegetation structure 

parameters of restored sandy land in the southern Qinghai–Tibeten Plateau 

Author: Tian, J., Li, H., Li, Y., (...), Ma, W., Xu, 

Source: Land degradation Development  2021  32(4), pp. 1667-1679  

Abstract 

 

The efficiency of ecosystem restoration of degraded land is typically assessed using vegetation 

structure parameters (VSP). However, the field measurement of VSP, particularly in the 

Qinghai–Tibet Plateau (QTP), which is a problematic area for ecological restoration because of 

its harsh environment, is generally time-consuming and labour intensive. Therefore, new 

methods for VSP measurement should be developed. In this study, VSP were quantified at the 

individual scale, including their number, height, and crown width. Furthermore, the quadrat 

scale, such as vegetation coverage (VC) and leaf area index (LAI) on a restored sandy plot 

(100 m × 100 m) in the middle reaches of the Yarlung Zangbo River basin, is quantified using 

terrestrial laser scanning. Thereafter, the TLS-derived VSP are validated by field measurements. 

To extract the VSP of low-height vegetation (shrubs) at the individual scale, three approaches are 

tested: the manual measurement of VSP from TLS data, individual vegetation segmentation 

(IVS) without specific root locations, and IVS with specific root locations. The results indicate 

that the VSP of shrubs can be manually derived from the TLS data and are consistent with field 

measurements. By specifying the root locations before performing the IVS, the identification rate 

of the number of shrubs can be improved significantly from 40.3% to 100%. The height 

extracted by the IVS corresponds better with the manual measurement (R2 > 0.99) than with the 

crown width (R2 < 0.65). At the quadrat scale, the optimal resolution is analyzed to extract the 

VC. The analysis suggests that the optimal resolution for extracting the VC based on the canopy 

height model is in the 1-2 cm range. In extracting the LAI using the voxel-based method, it is 

discovered that the appropriate voxel size is linearly dependent on the mean point spacing (y = 

2.143x, R2= 0.826). This study provides useful guidance for monitoring the effectiveness of 

ecological conservation and restoration on the QTP. 

 

Title: Quantitative contributions of climate change and human activities to vegetation changes 

over multiple time scales on the Loess Plateau 

Author: ShangyuShiabJingjieYuabFeiWangbcPingWangabYichiZhangabKaiJincd 

Source: Science of The Total Environment Volume 755, Part 2, 10 February 2021, 142419 

 

 

https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57209009373&zone=
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=35201407500&zone=
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=15623541100&zone=
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57192705369&zone=
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=55322100600&zone=
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/23239?origin=resultslist
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Abstract 

 

Vegetation is a crucial component of terrestrial ecosystems, and its changes are driven mainly by 

a combination of climate change and human activities. This paper aims to reveal the relationship 

between vegetation and climate change by using the normalized difference vegetation index 

(NDVI) and standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI), and to find the cause of 

vegetation change by performing residual analysis on the Loess Plateau during the period from 

2000 to 2016. The results showed that the NDVI on the Loess Plateau exhibited an increase of 

0.086 per decade, and an increasing trend was observed across 94.86% of the total area. The 

relationship between the NDVI and SPEI was mainly positive, and the correlation increased as 

the time scale of the SPEI lengthened, indicating that long-term water availability was the major 

climate factor affecting vegetation growth. Residual analysis indicated that climate change was 

responsible for 45.78% of NDVI variation, while human activities were responsible for 54.22%. 

In areas with degraded vegetation, the relative roles of climate change and human activities were 

28.11% and 72.89%, respectively. In addition, the relative role of climate change increased with 

an increase in the time scales, implying that the long-term NDVI trend was more sensitive to 

climate change then the short-term trend. The results of this study are expected to enhance our 

understanding of vegetation changes under climate change and human activities and provide a 

scientific basis for future ecological restoration in arid regions. 

 

Title: The joint effect of host plant genetic diversity and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal 

communities on restoration success 

Author: Sabrina Träger,Martin Zobel,Olivier Honnay,Maarten Van Geel,C. Guillermo 

Bueno,Kadri Koorem, 

Source: Functional Ecology 2021  

 

Abstract 

 

Drastic loss in the area and quality of natural and semi-natural habitats over the last hundred 

years has placed biodiversity and related ecosystem functions under substantial threat. 

Restoration of degraded ecosystems is among the main solutions to counteract this trend. 

However, past restoration efforts have not always led to the anticipated halt of species loss, 

neither have they ensured sustainable provision of vital ecosystem services. It has been proposed 

that one of the reasons for the failure to stop biodiversity decline through ecological restoration 

lies in overlooking the importance of improving ecosystem complexity, including the recovery of 

interaction networks with co-adapted species. In the current review, we show how 

simultaneously addressing these often unnoticed aspects has the potential to advance the success 

of ecological restoration. We focus on the relationship between the community composition of 

arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi and the genetic diversity of the host plant population as an 

example. Most terrestrial plant species associate with AM fungi, which have a fundamental role 

in ecosystem functioning through enhancing plant nutrition and tolerance to abiotic and biotic 

stress. Previous studies have highlighted the significance of these symbionts in increasing the 

restoration success of degraded habitats. In parallel, the role of gene-level diversity within plant 

populations for creating sustainable ecosystems has increasingly been acknowledged over the 

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Tr%C3%A4ger%2C+Sabrina
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Zobel%2C+Martin
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Honnay%2C+Olivier
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=van+Geel%2C+Maarten
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Bueno%2C+C+Guillermo
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Bueno%2C+C+Guillermo
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Koorem%2C+Kadri
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last years. However, considering the possible interaction of these two aspects, that is taking AM 

fungal communities and genetic diversity of host plant populations into account to enhance 

restoration success, has received no attention. Evidence suggests that the genetic diversity within 

a host plant population can have a significant effect on the ability of the host plant to benefit 

from mycorrhizal associations. We suggest that novel genomic approaches, such as community 

genetics and landscape genomics, should be applied to shed light on this aspect of plant–fungal 

interactions and be incorporated in restoration planning. Fundamental understanding of the 

nature of such associations can benefit from using restoration frameworks as large-scale 

experimental settings. A free Plain Language Summary can be found within the Supporting 

Information of this article. 

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2435.13914 

 

Title: The costs and benefits of restoring a continent's terrestrial ecosystems 

Author: ,Adrian Ward,Lesley Hughes,James E. M. Watson,Peter Cosier,Hugh P. Possingham, 

Source: Journal of applied ecology 2021 

 

Abstract 

 

The rise in global commitments to restore habitat underlines its importance to halt biodiversity 

loss and abate climate change. To effectively plan for landscape-scale restoration efforts, 

decision makers need to prioritise where restoration should occur and have a method to estimate 

its cost. Here, we describe a systematic approach to determine where cost-effective restoration 

actions should be located to achieve targeted levels of ecosystem coverage across Australia 

without compromising agricultural production. We find that spending approximately AU$2 

billion (0.1% of Australia's 2019 Gross Domestic Product) annually for 30 years could restore 

13 million ha of degraded land without affecting intensive agriculture and urban areas. This 

initiative would result in almost all (99.8%) of 

Australia's degraded terrestrial ecosystems reaching 30% vegetation coverage, enabling a 

trajectory to recover critical ecological functions, abate almost one billion tonnes of carbon 

dioxide equivalent and produce AU$12–46 billion net present value in carbon offset revenue. 

The carbon market revenue is estimated to cover up to 111% of the investment required for the 

restoration. Our research shows that the recovery of degraded ecosystems in Australia is both 

attainable and affordable. Synthesis and applications. With growing international restoration 

commitments, governments and environmental organisations need methods to plan and budget 

their commitments. Here, we present a systematic approach to determine where restoration 

actions should be located in Australia to achieve targeted vegetation coverage and quantify the 

expected costs, carbon abatement and revenue. This study is an important advance that will aid 

governments and environmental organisations by providing financial and spatial planning 

methods to progress their restoration commitments. 

 

Title: Global potential distribution prediction of Xanthium italicum based on Maxent model 

Author: Zhang, Y., Tang, J., Ren, G., Zhao, K., Wang, X. 

Source: Scientific Reports  2021 11(1),16545 

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2435.13914
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Ward%2C+Adrian
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Hughes%2C+Lesley
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Watson%2C+James+E+M
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Cosier%2C+Peter
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Possingham%2C+Hugh+P
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/29547?origin=resultslist
https://0510a3wjh-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/29547?origin=resultslist
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85112687261&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=80f37e42bc6678280854ffce843e534e&sot=b&sdt=sisr&sl=36&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28ECOLOGICAL+MONITORING%29&ref=%28TERRESTRIAL+ECOSYSTEMS%29&relpos=10&citeCnt=0&searchTerm=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57217998745&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57209827016&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57224994991&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57226797164&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57226805807&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/21100200805?origin=resultslist
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Abstract 

 

Alien invasive plants pose a threat to global biodiversity and the cost of control continues to rise. 

Early detection and prediction of potential risk areas are essential to minimize ecological and 

socio-economic costs. In this study, the Maxent model was used to predict current and future 

climatic conditions to estimate the potential global distribution of the invasive plant Xanthium 

italicum. The model consists of 366 occurrence records (10 repeats, 75% for calibration and 25% 

for verification) and 10 climate prediction variables. According to the model forecast, the 

distribution of X. italicum was expected to shrink in future climate scenarios with human 

intervention, which may be mainly caused by the rise in global average annual temperature. The 

ROC curve showed that the AUC values of the training set and the test set are 0.965 and 0.906, 

respectively, indicating that the prediction result of this model was excellent. The contribution 

rates of annual mean temperature, monthly mean diurnal temperature range, standard deviation 

of temperature seasonal change and annual average precipitation to the geographical distribution 

of X. italicum were 65.3%, 11.2%, 9.0%, and 7.7%, respectively, and the total contribution rate 

was 93.2%. These four variables are the dominant environmental factors affecting the potential 

distribution of X. italicum, and the influence of temperature is greater than that of precipitation. 

Through our study on the potential distribution prediction of X. italicum under the future 

climatic conditions, it has contribution for all countries to strengthen its monitoring, prevention 

and control, including early warning. 

 

Title: The bacterial community composition and its environmental drivers in the rivers around 

eutrophic Chaohu Lake, China 

Author: Shao, K., Yao, X., Wu, Z., (...), Xu, Q., Gao, G. 

Source: BMC Microbiology 21(1),179 (2021)  

 

Abstract 

 

Bacterial community play a key role in environmental and ecological processes in river 

ecosystems. Rivers are used as receiving body for treated and untreated urban wastewaters that 

brings high loads of sewage and excrement bacteria. However, little is known about the bacterial 

community structure and functional files in the rivers around the eutrophic Chaohu Lake, the 

fifth largest freshwater lake in China, has been subjected to severe eutrophication and 

cyanobacterial blooms over the past few decades. Therefore, understanding the taxonomic and 

functional compositions of bacterial communities in the river will contribute to understanding 

aquatic microbial ecology. The main aims were to (1) examine the structure of bacterial 

communities and functional profiles in this system; (2) find the environmental factors of 

bacterial community variations. 

We studied 88 sites at rivers in the Chaohu Lake basin, and determined bacterial communities 

using Illumina Miseq sequencing of the 16 S rRNA gene, and predicted functional profiles using 

PICRUSt2. A total of 3,390,497 bacterial 16 S rRNA gene sequences were obtained, 

representing 17 phyla, and 424 genera; The dominant phyla present in all samples were 

Bacteroidetes (1.4-82.50 %), followed by Proteobacteria (12.6–97.30 %), Actinobacteria (0.1–

https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=53868171000&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57211409611&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=55794882600&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=12790976900&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=35271756000&zone=
https://bmcmicrobiol.biomedcentral.com/
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17.20 %). Flavobacterium was the most numerous genera, and accounted for 0.12–80.34 % of 

assigned 16 S reads, followed by Acinetobacter (0.33–49.28 %). Other dominant bacterial genera 

including Massilia (0.06–25.40 %), Psychrobacter (0-36.23 %), Chryseobacterium (0.01–

22.86 %), Brevundimonas (0.01–12.82 %), Pseudomonas (0-59.73 %), Duganella (0.08–

23.37 %), Unidentified Micrococcaceae (0-8.49 %). The functional profiles of the bacterial 

populations indicated an relation with many human diseases, including infectious diseases. 

Overall results, using the β diversity measures, coupled with heatmap and RDA showed that 

there were spatial variations in the bacterial community composition at river sites, and Chemical 

oxygen demand (CODMn) and (NH4
+ )were the dominant environmental drivers affecting the 

bacterial community variance. 

https://bmcmicrobiol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12866-021-02252-9 

 

 

Title: Considering Spatiotemporal Forage Variability in Rangeland Inventory and Monitoring 

Author: Zimmer, S.N., Schupp, E.W., Boettinger, J.L., Reeves, M.C., Thacker, E.T. 

Source: Rangeland Ecology and Management 2021 79, pp. 53-63 

 

Abstract 

 

Rangelands provide numerous ecosystem services, including forage for livestock grazing. 

Effective grazing management requires measuring forage availability, which influences the level 

of grazing that can be sustained while maintaining healthy ecological conditions. However, 

spatiotemporal variability makes such determinations of forage quantity difficult, potentially 

hindering optimal management. These determinations are especially difficult across large, 

remote areas. To address this, we developed an approach using data from a one-time sampling of 

vegetation throughout the Uintah and Ouray Reservation in northeast Utah. By associating these 

data in a random forest model with environmental and climatic covariates that vary annually, we 

produced yearly predictions of forage availability on a pixel-by-pixel basis for the Reservation 

and surroundings from 1984 to 2018. This method addresses and quantifies the spatiotemporal 

variability of available forage. The model confirms that forage availability is highly variable 

throughout the area. On average, forage availability in Reservation management units declined as 

much as 32% below median availability in some years and increased 33% above median 

availability in others. Moreover, some management units experienced large increases in 

favorable years but less significant declines in unfavorable years, while the opposite was true in 

others. In comparison to determining a single “typical” forage availability of management units, 

recognizing this inherent variability and how it differs between units provides a fuller picture of 

the range of possible forage availability. This can improve grazing management by revealing 

how forage quantities vary from year to year and may help avoid forage overutilization during 

unfavorable years such as drought. The model can continue to be used into the future to monitor 

vegetation trends, though with ongoing climate and vegetation changes periodic recalibration 

may be necessary. In addition, the modeling method may be applicable to other similar study 

systems. 

 

Title: Wetlands in the athabasca oil sands region: The nexus between wetland hydrological 

function and resource extraction 

https://bmcmicrobiol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12866-021-02252-9
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85113644763&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=29efc575482122bd6e227eef99432521&sot=b&sdt=sisr&sl=36&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28ECOLOGICAL+MONITORING%29&ref=%28%28TERRESTRIAL+ECOSYSTEMS%29%29+AND+%28ACTIVE+REVEGETATION%29&relpos=0&citeCnt=0&searchTerm=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57220482596&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=7004192923&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=6602758116&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=12140208300&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=23087005800&zone=
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/sourceid/144785?origin=resultslist
https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/record/display.uri?eid=2-s2.0-85092919618&origin=resultslist&sort=plf-f&src=s&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=29efc575482122bd6e227eef99432521&sot=b&sdt=sisr&sl=36&s=TITLE-ABS-KEY%28ECOLOGICAL+MONITORING%29&ref=%28%28TERRESTRIAL+ECOSYSTEMS%29%29+AND+%28ACTIVE+REVEGETATION%29&relpos=3&citeCnt=7&searchTerm=
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Author: Volik, O., Elmes, M., Petrone, R., (...), Cobbaert, D., Price, J. 

Source: Environmental Reviews  2020 28(3), pp. 246-261  

 

 

Abstract 

 

Oil sands development within the Athabasca Oil Sands Region (AOSR) has accelerated in recent 

decades, causing alteration to natural ecosystems including wetlands that perform many 

vital ecosystem functions such as water and carbon storage. These wetlands comprise more than 

half of the landscape, and their distribution and local hydrology are the result of interactions 

among a subhumid climate, topography, and spatially heterogeneous surficial and bedrock 

geology. Since hydrology plays a fundamental role in wetland ecological functioning and 

determines wetland sensitivity to human disturbances, the characterization of anthropogenic 

impacts on wetland hydrology in the AOSR is necessary to assess wetland resilience and to 

improve current best management practices. As such, this paper reviews the impacts of oil sands 

development and related disturbances including infrastructure construction, gravel extraction, 

and land clearing on wetland function in the AOSR. Hydrologic disturbances in wetlands in the 

AOSR include changes to soil hydrophysical properties that control water table position, the 

interruption of recharge–discharge patterns, and alteration of micrometeorological conditions; 

these in turn govern wetland ecological structure and wetland ecosystem processes (e.g., 

evapotranspiration, nutrient cycling). Given that anthropogenic disturbance can affect natural 

wetland succession, long-term hydrological monitoring is crucial for predicting the response of 

these ecosystems to varying levels of human impact. 

 

Title: Heavy metal threats to plants and soil life in Southern Africa: Present knowledge and 

consequences for ecological risk assessment 

Author: Eijsackers, H., Reinecke, A., Reinecke, S., Maboeta, M. 

Source: Reviews of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 249, pp. 29-70 

 

Abstract 

 

In recent times there has been remarkable development in the field of soil ecotoxicology and risk 

assessment (RA) models. It is, however, debatable if these RA models are robust representatives 

for worldwide relevance. In order to investigate this, the current overview aims to address heavy 

metal threats to soil life in southern Africa by investigating present knowledge and consequences 

for RA using research in southern Africa as a case. To this end, the focus is on southern African 

soils, soil life and living conditions. To critically discuss these issues, we report on extensive 

research conducted in the southern African context and looked how comparable these findings 

are to RA models employed in the western world. This is done by providing an inventory of 

selected studies focused on the ecotoxicity of metals towards soil life. It is concluded that there is 

a dearth of information on southern African soil life, most of which are laboratory-based studies 

carried out by a handful of researchers. Future research incorporating the available information 

into a soil ecosystem assessment procedure is paramount. It is recommended that a starting point 

to tackle this might be the development of holistic sight-specific guidelines for ecological risk 

https://0510a3wnp-y-https-www-scopus-com.proxy.zendy.io/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=55917157900&zone=
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assessment at larger spatial scales (km2) which takes into cognizance landscapes, vegetation and 

faunal characteristics 

 

Title: Geo-spatially integrated soil quality evaluation: A case of Toba Tek Singh, Pakistan 

Author: Naqvi, S.A.A., Islam, A., Waseem, L.A., (...), Sajjad, M., Shaikh, S. 

Source: Pakistan Journal of Botany  2022 54(1) 

 

Abstract 

 

Agricultural development and rapid human population growth are among the key prevalent 

factors that have caused soil degradation in several terrestrial ecosystems. Soil quality is being 

increasingly affected by water and wind-related erosion, aridity, salinity due to misuse, and 

erroneous agrarian practices. Evaluating soil quality is an essential tool for crop management and 

soil sustainability; this is exclusively unique in semi-arid and dry regions where the observation 

of soil quality offers a prospect to gauge land management systems. Here, we evaluated the soil 

quality in the agricultural district Toba Tek Singh, Punjab, Pakistan. For this purpose, the 

Integrated Quality Index (IQI) model was executed through Total Dataset (TDS) and Minimum 

Dataset (MDS) methods of data selection. TDS shows the soil quality results of all the selected 

indicators (i.e., EC, pH, CaCO3, OM, P, K, SP). To select the MDS, the Principal Component 

Analysis was used and three indicators were selected including pH, EC, and OM. Among the two 

indices (IQITDS and IQIMDS), moderate and low soil quality were recognized as a leading 

grade for soil quality of the study area. The reason for low-quality soil was a considerably low 

percentage of OM, a lower amount of CaCO3 in soil, a high rate of pH and EC, and a lesser 

amount of Phosphorous and K in the soil of the study area. The results for TDS and MDS were 

found to be appropriate to each other as confirmed by the Geographically Weighted Regression 

(GWR) model (Adjusted R2 0.81). Thus, this approach might be used as a helpful tool for the 

development of quantitative techniques to estimate soil quality. This is helpful to identify areas 

where soil quality is low and can be improved with better management practices and maintain a 

suitable amount of fertilizers in the soil. 

 

Title: Evidence for the importance of land use, site characteristics and vegetation composition 

for rooting in European Alps 

Author: Tasser, E., Gamper, S., Walde, J., Obojes, N., Tappeiner, U. 

Source: Scientific Reports  2021 11(1),11246 

 

Abstract 

Plant rooting strongly affects most hydrological, biogeochemical and ecological processes 

in terrestrial ecosystems, as it presents the main pathway for carbon, water and nutrient transfer 

from soil to the atmosphere and is a key factor in stabilizing the soil layer. Few studies have 

actually investigated the link between phytosociological and structural vegetation composition 

and diversity in soil rooting parameters. Our study provides a comprehensive evaluation of plant 

cover and diversity effects on rooting parameters dependent on different land-use types along a 

north–south transect in the Eastern Alps. We conducted field studies of root biomass, rooting 

density and rooting depth for the six main land-use types: intensively and lightly used hay 

meadows, pastures, arable land, agriculturally unused grasslands and forests. The variation in 

rooting parameters was explained by different aspects of species and functional richness, species 
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and functional composition, functional traits, abundance of key species and site variables 

depending on the land-use types. Our results showed that different characteristics of biodiversity 

explained the variance in root parameters (mass, density and depth) to a high degree 

(determination coefficient R2 values varied between 0.621 and 0.891). All rooting parameters 

increased with increasing plant species richness, as well as with a higher diversity of plant 

functional traits. The inclusion of site parameters significantly increased the explained variance, 

while we could not find evidence for key species and their abundance to provide additional 

explanatory power. Allowing the effects to vary depending on land-use types turned out to be a 

necessity supporting the importance of considering land-use types for rooting. The findings 

indicate that vegetation composition has a clear relationship with rooting parameters across 

different habitats in the European Alps. As the effect of plant composition differs with respect to 

the land-use type, rooting can be monitored by land management to achieve the desired benefits. 

For example, intensified rooting through extensive management decreases erosion risk and 

increases carbon uptake. 

 

Title: A traceability analysis system for model evaluation on land carbon dynamics: design and 

applications 

Author: Zhou, J., Xia, J., Wei, N., (...), Bai, Y., Luo, Y. 

Source: Ecological Processes 2021 10(1),12 

 

 Abstract 

 

Background: An increasing number of ecological processes have been incorporated into Earth 

system models. However, model evaluations usually lag behind the fast development of models, 

leading to a pervasive simulation uncertainty in key ecological processes, especially 

the terrestrial carbon (C) cycle. Traceability analysis provides a theoretical basis for tracking and 

quantifying the structural uncertainty of simulated C storage in models. Thus, a new tool of 

model evaluation based on the traceability analysis is urgently needed to efficiently diagnose the 

sources of inter-model variations on the terrestrial C cycle in Earth system models. Methods: A 

new cloud-based model evaluation platform, i.e., the online traceability analysis system for 

model evaluation (TraceME v1.0), was established. The TraceME was applied to analyze the 

uncertainties of seven models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). 

Results: The TraceME can effectively diagnose the key sources of different land C dynamics 

among CMIIP6 models. For example, the analyses based on TraceME showed that the 

estimation of global land C storage varied about 2.4 folds across the seven CMIP6 models. 

Among all models, IPSL-CM6A-LR simulated the lowest land C storage, which mainly resulted 

from its shortest baseline C residence time. Over the historical period of 1850–2014, gross 

primary productivity and baseline C residence time were the major uncertainty contributors to 

the inter-model variation in ecosystem C storage in most land grid cells. Conclusion: TraceME 

can facilitate model evaluation by identifying sources of model uncertainty and provides a new 

tool for the next generation of model evaluation. 

 

Title: Are structural and functional endpoints of soil communities similarly affected by metal 

mixtures? – A terrestrial model ecosystem approach 

Author: Renaud, M., El Morabet, H., Reis, F., (...), Sousa, J.P., Natal-da-Luz, T. 

Source: Science of the Total Environment  2021795,148909 
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Abstract 

 

Soils are habitat to a variety of flora and fauna in a linked ecosystem which provides 

essential ecosystem services. In soil, metals can accumulate at high concentrations, because of 

anthropogenic activities, leading to toxic effects, threatening the ecosystem and the services it 

provides. In most real-world contamination scenarios, metals occur as complex mixtures which 

can interact and produce different toxicity than predicted from individual metal data. Current 

regulatory guidelines are based on single species responses to individual metals and ignore 

indirect effects inherent to the inter-linked nature of ecosystems. Also, the evaluation of 

anthropogenic impacts to the soil communities is usually measured through structural endpoints 

(e.g. abundance) disregarding functional measurements (e.g. organic matter decomposition 

rates), which are often seen as tightly related, and thus, similarly affected. In this study we tested 

three mixture ratios of five metal oxides (lead, copper, nickel, zinc, cobalt) at three dose levels 

(Low, Med, High) in a terrestrial model ecosystem experiment and measured structural and 

functional endpoints. Exposure to metal mixtures for 16 weeks did not affect the microarthropod 

community, but produced severe effects on soil microbial activity (PNR and DHA) reducing 

activity below 50% compared to control levels, in all dosed treatments. Metal contamination also 

significantly affected feeding activity and organic matter decomposition, but effects were not as 

pronounced as on microbial activity. Data suggest that, in the risk assessment of metals and their 

mixtures, effects on ecosystem structure and functions must be considered to provide adequate 

environmental protection. 

 

Title: Effect of (bio)plastics on soil environment: A review 

Author: EwaLiwarska-Bizukojc 

Source: Science of The Total Environment Volume 795, 15 November 2021 

 

Abstract 

 

The contribution of improperly disposed plastic wastes is globally evaluated at the level of 30% 

and these wastes make a particular threat to all living creatures. Thus, the evaluation of the 

possible impacts of plastic particles on the biotic part of ecosystems has become increasingly 

important in recent years. As a result, the growing number of publications concerning this 

subject has been observed since 2018. This paper aims to review the advances in studies on the 

effect of petroleum-derived plastic and bioplastic particles, taken together in the term 

(bio)plastics, on the terrestrial ecosystem, particularly on soil biota. It is the first review, in 

which both petroleum-derived plastics and bioplastics were analysed regarding their potential 

impacts on the soil compartment. Petroleum-derived plastics were more frequently studied than 

bioplastics and among analysed papers about 18% concern bioplastics. It was found that 

(bio)plastics did not affect the germination of seeds. However, they might contribute to the delay 

in germination processes. Both inhibitory and stimulating effects were observed in relation to the 

growth of roots and stems. (Bio)plastic microparticles did not inhibit the biochemical activity of 

nitrifiers and transformation of carbon compounds. Earthworms were predominantly used 

organisms to test the effect of petroleum-derived plastics on soil biota but there are hardly any 

data about bioplastics. Petroleum-derived microplastics present in soil at concentrations up to 

1000 mg kg−1 usually neither cause to the mortality of earthworms nor affect their reproduction. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969721039619#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00489697/795/supp/C
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/terrestrial-ecosystem
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/soil-biota
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/microparticles
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/carbon-compounds
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Micro- and nanoparticles of petroleum-derived plastics could be accumulated in the earthworm 

intestine and transferred in the food chain. Summarizing, a high variability of results and often 

appearing lack of dose-dependence relationships hamper the final evaluation of the ecotoxicity of 

(bio)plastics simultaneously creating a need to develop the ecotoxicological studies on 

(bio)plastics, especially including these on the effect of bioplastics on soil animals. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969721039619 

 

Title: The analysis of grassland carrying capacity and its impact factors in typical mountain 

areas in Central Asia—A case of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan 

Author: 
GuliJiapaerabcdHanminYinabcRichardMind'jeabAboubakarGasiraboabVincentNzabarindaabEdovia 

DufatanyeUmwalia 

Source: Ecological Indicators Volume 131, November 2021, 108129 

 

Abstract 

 

Grasslands are among the main important terrestrial ecosystems on the earth. Central Asia has 

the biggest grazing part in the world due to a favorable environmental condition for the 

development of livestock farming. Thus, the evaluation of the health and productivity of such an 

ecosystem is so pertinent. This study aims at analyzing the grassland capacity dynamics in 

Tajikistan (TJK) and Kyrgyzstan (KGZ) mountains using Geographic Information System (GIS) 

and Remote Sensing (RS) techniques. Initially, the mountain boundaries were derived using 

the United Nations Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre 

(UNEP/WCMC) classification. Different datasets were used to calculate the seasonal dynamics 

of grassland carrying capacity in different periods (2000, 2010 and 2015) and we analyzed their 

driving factors. The main results showed that: (1) The mountainous area accounts for 89% and 

91% in KGZ and TJK, respectively. (2) In both countries, the highest grassland carrying capacity 

was identified during the summer because of the high foraging value in relatively warm and 

humid conditions. From 2000 to 2015, the changing trend of mountain grassland carrying 

capacity in the two countries were similar in summer and autumn, both showed an increasing 

trend in summer, with 53.9% SU/hm2 in TJK and 5.2% SU/hm2 in KGZ; The grassland carrying 

capacity in autumn increased from 2000 to 2010 and then decreased from 2010 to 2015. In 

spring, changing trends showed that KGZ gradually decreased, while TJK showed a slightly 

increasing trend from 2000 to 2015. (3) From annual characteristics, the grassland capacity from 

2000 to 2015 has increased by 43.9 SU/hm2 and 82.5 SU/hm2 in KGZ and TJK, respectively. 

The regions where the grassland carrying capacity increased in both countries were mainly 

located in the western and middle part of KGZ mountains while in TJK, the regions were 

identified in the southwest. (4)In 2010, the overgrazing ratio was 88.4% SU/hm2 in KGZ and 

127.8% SU/hm2 in TJK. In both countries overgrazing region are mainly located in low elevation 

near the residential areas. (5) It was exhibited that the human-induced overgrazing superimposed 

the climate change influencing grassland carrying capacity in this study. Moreover, the results of 

this study are useful for leading regional livestock control mechanisms and environmental 

protection. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21007949 
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Title: Grassland degradation with saline-alkaline reduces more soil inorganic carbon than soil 

organic carbon storage 

Author: ShiwenDingBaiLiuQingChangXuanZhaoYingWangJianyongWangLingWang 

Source: Ecological Indicators  2021 131,108194 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Grassland is an important part of terrestrial ecosystems and contain substantial amounts of soil 

carbon. However, 90% of grasslands suffer from degradation in northern China, where soil 

inorganic carbon (SIC) is a major reservoir. Previous studies have focused primarily on soil 

organic carbon (SOC) stock, while the effects of grassland degradation in SIC stock remains 

largely unexplored. Therefore, accurate assessments of both SOC and SIC stocks and their 

profile distributions are necessary to fully understand the role of grassland degradation in 

China’s carbon budget. Here, we conducted an experiment to estimate the stocks, profile 

distributions, and environmental controls of both SOC and SIC in patchy saline-alkaline 

grasslands under three degraded degrees (non-degraded patches, ND; moderately degraded 

patches, MD, and heavily degraded patches, HD). Our results showed that grassland degradation 

destroys not only SOC but also SIC stocks in saline-alkaline grasslands. SIC is the main 

component of soil carbon in saline-alkaline grasslands, and their distributions changed 

dramatically. Compared with ND, SIC losses caused by degradation accounted for 84% and 86% 

of total carbon loss under MD and HD patches, respectively. SIC loss primarily occurred at the 

intermediate soil layers (30–70 cm), while the loss of SOC was mainly in the topsoil (0–40 cm). 

Moreover, the distributions of SIC from 20 to 60 cm were closely related to soil pH, while it is 

mainly regulated by EC from 60 to 100 cm. In addition, soil pH, EC, and above-ground biomass 

were important variables driving the profile distributions of SOC in the upper soil. Our work 

provides evidence that grassland degradation mainly damages the SIC stocks. Our findings, 

therefore, highlight the non-negligible role of SIC dynamics in the carbon budget of degraded 

grassland ecosystems and the need to consider these dynamics in terrestrial carbon cycle 

research. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1470160X21008591 

 

Title: Using remote sensing information to enhance the understanding of the coupling of 

terrestrial ecosystem evapotranspiration and photosynthesis on a global scale 

Author: JingwenWangbcShanshanYangbVincenzoMagliulodLucaVitaledYanchuangZhaoef 

Source: International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation 

 2021 100,102329 

 

Abstract 

 

Understanding the coupling of terrestrial ecosystem evapotranspiration (ET) and photosynthesis 

(gross primary productivity, GPP) is limited by inherent difficulties to provide accurate 

approximations of transpiration (T) and leaf-to-air vapor pressure difference (D) that is a key 
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variable needed to define the stomata behaviors in generic methods. To address the issues and 

better characterize the ET-GPP relationship, we developed a novel remote sensing (RS)-driven 

approach (RCEEP) based on the underlying water use efficiency (uWUE) method (termed 

uWUE-Model). RCEEP partitions T from ET using the RS-derived fraction (rsFt) of T in ET and 

then links T and GPP via RS-derived canopy conductance (rsGc) instead of D. RCEEP, the 

original uWUE-Model, and two other uWUE-based versions (RT or RG) that only 

incorporate rsFt or rsGc were adjusted using the calibration data, and then inter-compared in 

terms of their performances (Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, NSE) in estimating GPP from ET on a 

daily and monthly scale for both calibration and validation datasets — two subsets of data from 

177 flux sites covering 11 biome types over the globe. Results revealed better performances of 

RT and RG as compared to uWUE-Model over most biomes, implying remarkable contributions 

of rsFt and rsGc to a more meaningful relationship between ET and GPP. RCEEP yielded the 

best performances over all biome types except for evergreen forest with reasonable mean NSE 

values of 0.67 – 0.68 (0.75) on a daily (monthly) scale. Further comparisons between RCEEP 

and two existing approaches concerning estimating GPP from ET revealed consistently better 

performances of RCEEP and thus, positive implications of introducing rsFt and rsGc in bridging 

ecosystem ET and GPP. Besides, rsFt should be used combined with rsGc to avoid degraded 

effectiveness for specific biome types (Savannah and Woody Savannah). These results are 

promising in view of improving or developing algorithms on coupled estimates of ecosystem ET 

and GPP and understanding the GPP dynamics concerning ET on a global scale. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0303243421000362 

 

Title: Cross-Ecosystem Linkages: Transfer of Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids From Streams to 

Riparian Spiders via Emergent Insects 

Author: Kowarik, C., Martin-Creuzburg, D., Robinson, C.T. 

Source:  
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 20219,707570 

 

Abstract 

 

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are essential resources unequally distributed throughout 

landscapes. Certain PUFAs, such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), are common in aquatic but 

scarce in terrestrial ecosystems. In environments with low PUFA availability, meeting nutritional 

needs requires either adaptations in metabolism to PUFA-poor resources or selective foraging for 

PUFA-rich resources. Amphibiotic organisms that emerge from aquatic ecosystems represent 

important resources that can be exploited by predators in adjacent terrestrial habitats. Here, we 

traced PUFA transfer from streams to terrestrial ecosystems, considering benthic algae as the 

initial PUFA source, through emergent aquatic insects to riparian spiders. We combined carbon 

stable isotope and fatty acid analyses to follow food web linkages across the ecosystem boundary 

and investigated the influence of spider lifestyle (web building vs. ground dwelling), season, and 

ecosystem degradation on PUFA relations. Our data revealed that riparian spiders consumed 

considerable amounts of aquatic-derived resources. EPA represented on average 15 % of the 

total fatty acids in riparian spiders. Season had a strong influence on spider PUFA profiles, with 

highest EPA contents in spring. Isotope data revealed that web-building spiders contain more 

aquatic-derived carbon than ground dwelling spiders in spring, although both spider types had 

similarly high EPA levels. Comparing a natural with an anthropogenically degraded fluvial 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0303243421000362
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system revealed higher stearidonic acid (SDA) contents and Σω3/Σω6 ratios in spiders collected 

along the more natural river in spring but no difference in spider EPA content between systems. 

PUFA profiles of riparian spiders where distinct from other terrestrial organism and more closely 

resembled that of emergent aquatic insects (higher Σω3/Σω6 ratio). We show here that the extent 

to which riparian spiders draw on aquatic PUFA subsidies can vary seasonally and depends on 

the spider’s lifestyle, highlighting the complexity of aquatic-terrestrial linkages. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fevo.2021.707570/full 

Title: Field-testing and characterization of Technosols made from industrial and agricultural 

residues for restoring degraded slopes in semiarid SE Spain 

Author: Luna Ramos, L., Solé Benet, A., Lázaro Suau, R., (...), Hens del Campo, L., Urdiales 

Matilla, A. 

Source: Journal of Soils and Sediments 2021 21(5), pp. 1989-1997 

 

Abstract 

 

Purpose: Many industries and agriculture generate huge amounts of wastes either mineral, 

organic or both, with environmental impact. Some of these residues have the potential to become 

Technosols when mixed in proper proportions. Degraded terrestrial ecosystems, especially 

sloping land, show very shallow or no soil left which makes restoration very difficult. Covering 

such degraded surfaces with Technosols might be a possible solution. The purpose of this paper 

is to show how some combinations and proportions of residues, mainly sludge from the 

ornamental stone industry and compost from green residues, become useful Technosols for 

landscape restoration. Material and methods: We tested in the laboratory twelve different 

combinations of that sludge, organic compost and other materials, as experimental Technosols. 

The three best combinations were tested in the field in (3 × 2 m) experimental plots at the open 

air on a 30° slope. We planted autochthonous species and survival and growth monitored for 1 

year. The essential soil physical and chemical properties were also monitored as well as their 

hydrological behavior by means of repeated rainfall simulations. Results and discussion: 

Treatments with artificial stone sludge up to 70% and slabs were able to provide substrates with 

physical and chemical properties relatively similar to those of natural soils in arid-semiarid 

environments like those from SE Spain. Higher content of organic matter and better physical 

properties were found in the Technosols. No clear differences between types of treatments were 

detected. Although runoff was slightly higher in Technosols than in natural soils, the treatment 

with the highest compost content (15%), presented the lowest erodibility, similar to natural soils 

in the area. None of the tested Technosols produced dangerous leachates exceeding the 

maximum values recommended by the European legislation. Technosols also increased plant 

growth of Rosmarinus officinalis and Thymus vulgaris. Conclusions: These results confirm that 

the tested Technosols can be used for the restoration of degraded soils and, in areas affected by 

earthworks, as road taluses. 

 

Title: Assessing mammal species richness and occupancy in a Northeast Asian temperate forest 

shared by cattle 

Author: Feng, J., Sun, Y., Li, H., (...), Ge, J., Wang, T. 

Source: Diversity and Distributions 2021 27(5), pp. 857-872 
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Abstract 

 

Aim: Asian forests are becoming increasingly degraded and fragmented by the extensive 

intensification of anthropogenic activities; these activities threaten wildlife 

and ecosystem sustainability. Facing a defaunation crisis, managers need more information on 

species assemblages to guide conservation efforts. We tested the relative influence of natural and 

anthropogenic factors on mammalian species richness and occupancy in temperate forests in 

Northeast Asia. Location: Northeast China. Methods: Camera-trapping data and multispecies 

occupancy models were used to estimate the species richness of a terrestrial mammal community 

in a working landscape and assess community-, group-, and species-specific responses to natural 

and anthropogenic features while accounting for imperfect detection. Species were grouped 

based on body size, diet and activity pattern. Results: We deployed 138 cameras and 

photographed 21 mammalian species over 22,976 trap days across the China–Russia border. 

Both natural and anthropogenic correlates varied in their importance in predicting the presence 

of different animals. Vegetation cover and cattle were found to have significantly positive and 

negative influences on community-level mammalian occupancy, respectively. The positive 

relationship with vegetation cover was most evident for large or diurnal species; the negative 

relationship with cattle was most evident for diurnal and wild ungulate species. Large species 

occupancy was also negatively associated with human settlements. The predicted richness across 

each station varied from 5 to 14 unique species, and species had a mean occupancy probability of 

0.45 (95% credible interval = 0.09–0.86). Species richness was generally the lowest in livestock 

grazing areas and close to human settlements. Human influence is more important than the 

influences of vegetation and environmental variables. Main conclusions: Our results highlight 

that livestock grazing was the primary human disturbance that had a negative impact on species 

occupancy and richness. Multispecies occupancy models helped to identify drivers of 

biodiversity declines and will inform conservation strategies in human-dominated landscapes in 

Northeast Asian forests. We suggest that landscape conservation planning seeks to maximize 

forest protection and ecosystem services such as biodiversity and carbon storage. 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ddi.13237 

 

Title: Soil Properties and Bacterial Community Dynamics in a Coal Mining Subsidence Area: 

Active Versus Passive Revegetation 

Author: Du, H.-D., Wang, S.-M., Nie, W.-J., Song, S.-J. 

Source: Journal of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition 2021 21(3), pp. 2573-2585 

 

Abstract 

 

Vegetation restoration in disturbed areas can be achieved by passive (spontaneous succession, 

PR) and active (human-induced, AR) approaches. However, the contributions of different 

restoration strategies to the soil physicochemical properties and the bacterial community 

dynamics remain unclear in semiarid coal mining-disturbed areas. We compared the soil 

properties and bacterial communities in coal mining subsidence areas with AR and PR 

approaches after 0–15 years of restoration and evaluated the relationships among the vegetation, 

soil properties, and bacterial communities. Soil bulk density, moisture, organic carbon, available 

N/P/K, enzymes, and bacterial community diversities decreased in the initial revegetation stage 
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(< 5 years) compared with those in nonsubsidence areas (NS) and then increased during 

succession at both the AR and PR sites. AR accelerated the recovery of the soil variables relative 

to passive restoration. The levels of the soil physicochemical properties at AR and PR sites did 

not recover to NS levels except for soil moisture. Furthermore, the abundance of the dominant 

bacterial groups did not exhibit good stability, but the bacterial community diversity was restored 

to the level before surface subsidence after 15 years of revegetation. Plant community biomass, 

soil bulk density, moisture, organic carbon, available N/P, and enzymes were the most important 

factors affecting soil microbial communities, while total N, available K, and soil pH showed the 

absence of a significant relationship. AR can speed up the recovery of the soil variables relative 

to passive restoration because artificial intervention is important for establishing sustainable 

soil ecosystems in semiarid disturbed areas. 

 

Title: Organic matter temporal dynamics in the river ecosystem basin using remote sensing 

Author: Trifonova, T., Mishchenko, N., Shutov, P. 

Source: One Ecosystem  2021 6,e61357 

 

Abstract 

 

Environmental research addresses ecosystems of various hierarchical levels. One of 

the ecosystem types is the river basin. The basin approach has been applied in the research. We 

consider the river basin as a single ecosystem of complex landscape structure. The research 

objective was to assess the biological processes in various landscapes within a holistic natural 

geosystem – a catchment area. The Klyazma River Basin (a part of the 2 Volga River of 40 

thousand km area) was the research object. It is a complex combination of different landscapes, 

each marked by a diverse composition of geomorphological and soil-vegetation structures. 

According to the geomorphological structure and soil and vegetation cover, four landscape 

provinces and eight key sites have been identified in the studied catchment area where 

the ecosystem parameter have been measured. The study is based on remote sensing data and the 

Trends. Earth Land Degradation Monitoring. The calculation of productivity indicators (GPP, 

NPP) in carbon units and the land use structure analysis are based on Modis data. The soil 

organic carbon pool was determined by the UN FAO’s data, based on Trends. Earth and QGIS 

2.18. The two-factor variance analysis ANOVA has been used for the data statistic processing. 

The cartographic analysis of the land use structure dynamics of the entire Klyazma Basin 

resulted in revealing the areas where various land transitions from one category to another have 

been identified. They are basically associated with the agricultural land overgrowth. The forest 

area increased by 9% during the period from 2001 to 2017. Considerable increase in the 

waterlogged, wetlands areas was observed in the eastern part of the Basin, in the Volga-Klyazma 

Province. The landscapes react differently to changes in climatic parameters and land use. Thus, 

the active revegetation of farmland by forests gives the increased rate of carbon accumulation in 

the soil. Landscapes covered with grasses and shrubs are more productive those covered with 

forest. On the other hand, woody biotopes are more stable in their development over time. 

Statistical analysis using the two-factor variation analysis ANOVA method resulted in 

demonstrating that phytoproductivity dynamics of the key sites does not depend on their 

productivity parameters nor on the site landscape structure, but is mainly determined by a time 

factor. In different landscapes the biological processes, characterising the organic matter 

dynamics in the form of plant production, organic matter accumulation and others are shown to 
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differ both in rate and intensity and ambiguously respond to changes in climate parameters and 

land use. The river basin, as a single ecosystem, showed sufficient stability of the dynamic 

processes. This suggests that holistic natural ecosystems, such as catchment areas, have internal 

compensatory mechanisms that maintain the development stability for a long time, while 

unplanned land use remains the main damaging factor. 

 

Title: Passive and active ecological restoration strategies for abandoned farmland leads to shifts 

in potential soil nitrogen loss by denitrification and soil denitrifying microbes 

Author: Wang, H., Shu, D., Liu, D., (...), Deng, N., An, S. 

Source: Land Degradation and Development  2021 31(9), pp. 1086-1098 

 

Abstract 

 

Ecological restorations of abandoned farmland have been performed in 

degraded ecosystems with the goal of increasing ecosystem sustainability. The environmental 

benefits of ecological restoration can at least be partially neutralized by enhanced nitrogen (N) 

loss and potential nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions via denitrification. However, few studies have 

focussed on comparative analysis of the contributions of ecological restoration strategies to soil 

denitrifying microbes, particularly in arid and semiarid degraded ecosystems, where N is often 

the limiting nutrient. In this study, artificial afforestation (artificial forest sites) and 

natural revegetation (grassland sites) of abandoned farmland have an enhanced effect on 

reducing potential denitrification rates (PDR) compared with farmland sites and orchard sites, 

leading to lower N losses and potential N2O emissions. Combined analyses indicated that the 

greatest differences in microbial abundance, species richness, and diversity were observed 

among different ecological restoration strategies. The abundance, richness, and diversities of 

denitrifying microbes (nirS, nirK, and nosZ genes) were decreased by natural revegetation and 

artificial afforestation, leading to attenuated denitrifying activity responsible for the reduced 

PDR. Notably, the abundance and diversity of denitrifying microbes were dominant variables 

that explained the changes in PDR (up to 0.96). Overall, our results contribute to a better 

understanding of the feedback of denitrifying microorganisms to ecological restoration strategies 

and how these microorganisms collaboratively contribute to N loss and potential N2O emissions 

in arid and semiarid degraded ecosystems. 

 

Title: Revegetation has increased ecosystem water-use efficiency during 2000–2014 in the 

Chinese Loess Plateau: Evidence from satellite data 

Author: Zheng, H., Lin, H., Zhou, W., (...), Liu, W., Tang, Y. 

Source: Ecological Indicators 2019 102, pp. 507-518 

 

Abstract 

 

Vegetation coverage has been effectively increased across the Chinese Loess Plateau (CLP) 

mainly because of the implementation of large-scale revegetation programs. Understanding the 

entire CLP’s ecosystem carbon-water relationship and its response to the vegetation coverage 

increase and climate change is essential for the water resources management in this semi-humid 

to arid region. Water-use efficiency (WUE), defined as the ratio of gross primary productivity 

(GPP) over evapotranspiration (ET), is an important indicator linking carbon and water cycles at 
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the ecosystem scale. In this study, the spatial and temporal variations in the ecosystem WUE 

were analyzed to investigate the responses of WUE variation to regional climate and vegetation 

coverage changes in the CLP using MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 

datasets of GPP and ET from 2000 to 2014. Results indicate that the spatial pattern of annual 

WUE was different from that of WUE over active growing season (AGS), generally with higher 

annual WUE but lower AGS-WUE for the semi-humid southeastern CLP areas. Significant 

increases were observed in annual and autumn WUE during the study period at both the per-

pixel and spatial-average levels, while AGS-WUE, spring WUE, and summer WUE remained 

quite stable. Correlations between WUE trends and interannual variability of vegetation coverage 

(expressed as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index or NDVI), precipitation (P), and air 

temperature (Ta) showed that WUE trends were positively correlated with NDVI variation due to 

faster increases in GPP as compared to ET caused by enhanced NDVI. Precipitation variation 

was generally negatively correlated to WUE variation by contributing to faster increases in ET 

than GPP especially at different seasons. The positive correlations between interannual 

variability of WUE and Ta were subject to negative feedbacks between ET and Ta. Similar results 

were also found using net primary productivity (NPP) to calculate ecosystem annual WUE (i.e., 

NPP/ET). Our findings suggest that revegetation-induced vegetation coverage change rather 

than P and Ta changes is the primary cause for the increasing ecosystem annual WUE in the 

CLP. This study contributes to our enhanced understanding of the coupled carbon-water 

dynamics over regional terrestrial ecosystem under climate and vegetation coverage changes. 

 

Title: Managing Groundwater to Ensure Ecosystem Function 

Author: Saito, L., Christian, B., Diffley, J., (...), Rohde, M.M., Morrison, S.A. 

Source: Groundwater 2021 59(3), pp. 322-333 

Abstract 

 

Groundwater is a critical resource not only for human communities but also for many terrestrial, 

riparian, and aquatic ecosystems and species. Yet groundwater planning and management 

decisions frequently ignore or inadequately address the needs of these natural systems. As a 

consequence, ecosystems dependent on groundwater have been threatened, degraded, or 

eliminated, especially in arid regions. There is growing acknowledgment that governmental 

protections for these ecological resources are necessary, but current legal, regulatory and 

voluntary provisions are often inadequate. Groundwater management premised on “safe yield,” 

which aims to balance human withdrawals with natural recharge rates, typically provides little to 

no consideration for water needed by ecosystems. Alternatively, the “sustainable yield” concept 

aims to integrate social, economic and environmental needs for groundwater, but the complexity 

of groundwater systems creates substantial uncertainty about the impact that current or future 

groundwater withdrawals will have on ecosystems. Regardless of the legal or regulatory 

framework, guidance is needed to help ensure environmental water needs will be met, especially 

in the face of pressure to increase human uses of groundwater resources. In this paper, we 

describe minimum provisions for planning, managing, and monitoring groundwater that 

collectively can lower the risk of harm to groundwater-dependent ecosystems and species, with a 

special emphasis on arid systems, where ecosystems and species may be especially reliant upon 

and sensitive to groundwater dynamics. 

https://ngwa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gwat.13089 
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Title: An interplay of soil salinization and groundwater degradation threatening coexistence of 

oasis-desert ecosystems 

Author: Yin, X., Feng, Q., Li, Y., (...), Zheng, X., Liu, R. 

Source: Science of the Total Environment 2022 806,150599 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

In salt-affected and groundwater-fed oasis-desert systems, water and salt balance is critically 

important for stable coexistence of oasis-desert ecosystems, especially in the context of 

anthropogenic-induced over-development and perturbations due to climate variability that affects 

the sustainability of human-natural systems. Here, an investigation of the spatio-temporal 

variability of soil salinity and groundwater dynamics across four different hydrological regions 

in oasis-desert system is performed. An evaluation of the effects of soil salinization and 

groundwater degradation interplays on the coexistence of oasis-desert ecosystems in 

northwestern China is undertaken over 1995–2020, utilizing comprehensive measurements and 

ecohydrological modelling framework. We note that the process of salt migration and 

accumulation across different landscapes in oasis-desert system is reshaping, with soil 

salinization accelerating especially in water-saving agricultural irrigated lands. The continuous 

decline in groundwater tables, dramatic shifts in groundwater flow patterns and significant 

degradation of groundwater quality are occurring throughout the watershed. Worse so, a clear 

temporal-spatial relationship between soil salinization and groundwater degradation appearing to 

exacerbate the regional water-salt imbalance. Also, the eco-environmental flows are reaching to 

their limit with watershed closures, although these progressions were largely hidden by regional 

precipitation and streamflow variability. The oasis-desert ecosystems tend to display bistable 

dynamics with two preferential configurations of bare and vegetated soils, and soil salinization 

and groundwater degradation interplays are causing catastrophic shift in the oasis-desert 

ecosystems. The results highlight the importance of regional adaptive water and salt management 

to maintain the coexistence of oasis-desert ecosystems in arid areas. 

 

 

Title: Progress in understanding the hydrology of high-elevation Andean grasslands under 

changing land use 
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Author: Mosquera, G.M., Marín, F., Stern, M., (...), Román-Dañobeytia, F., Crespo, P. 

Source: Science of the Total Environment 2022 804,150112 

 

Abstract 

 

High-elevation grasslands worldwide provide essential hydrological services including water 

provision, flow regulation, and erosion control. Despite their importance, hydrological research 

of grasslands in montane regions is usually scarce and disperse, limiting the capacity to 

improve water resource management. We present a systematic literature review of the 

hydrological function of high Andean grasslands under conserved, degraded, and restored 

conditions in ecosystems situated above the tree line in the tropical Andes (páramos, punas, and 

jalcas). Most hydrological research on these grasslands has been developed in páramos (92%), 

especially in Ecuador, while research in punas is scarce (6%) despite being the largest grassland 

extent in the region. For páramos, published literature highlights the importance of conserving 

grasslands to facilitate water infiltration to soils, which in turn reduces erosive processes. Water-

vegetation relations for conserved páramos are well understood, indicating that about 50% of 

water inputs return to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration, but knowledge about hydrological 

functions of conserved punas and jalcas is virtually non-existent. Under changing land 

use, afforestation of grassland ecosystems with exotic tree species, especially pines, reduces soil 

water storage as well as water yield and flow regulation capacity. Impacts of grazing and 

agriculture on the hydrological function of páramo grasslands strongly depend on historical land 

management and current land use practices and are not generalizable. Short-term restoration 

studies indicate that more than two years are necessary to recover the hydrological function of 

degraded grasslands, therefore medium and long-term studies are required to determine efficient 

restoration periods. These knowledge gaps limit the ability to extrapolate and regionalize 

findings. Future directions aimed to fill them are proposed, and methods successfully used to 

investigate the hydrology of high Andean grasslands are highlighted. This research not only 

enlightens what is known about the hydrology of high Andean grasslands, but also seeks to guide 

future hydrological evaluations to fill identified geographical and topical knowledge gaps 

precluding improved management of water resources in the tropical Andes. 
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Title: Lipidomic analysis of single and combined effects of polyethylene microplastics and 

polychlorinated biphenyls on human hepatoma cells 

Author: Menéndez-Pedriza, A., Jaumot, J., Bedia, C. 

Source: Journal of Hazardous Materials  2022 421,126777 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Microplastics are an emerging environmental issue as a result of their ubiquity, persistence, and 

intrinsic toxic potential. In addition, their ability to sorb and transport a wide variety of 

environmental pollutants (i.e. “Trojan Horse” effect) exerts significant adverse impacts upon 

ecosystems. The toxicological evaluation of the single and combined effects produced 

by polyethylene microplastics and two polychlorinated biphenyl congeners was performed on the 

human hepatoma cell line HepG2 by cell viability assessment and an untargeted lipidomic study. 

The cell lethality evaluation evinced that MPs did not induce relevant cell lethality at any of the 

concentration range tested, while both PCBs presented a hormetic behavior. The lipidomic 

analysis suggested that both single PCB exposures induced significant lipidomic changes, 

especially for glycerophospholipids and glycerolipids. In contrast, for MPs single exposure, the 

most remarkable change was the substantial enhancement of triglyceride content. Regarding 

combined exposures, results showed that MPs could induce even more harmful effects than those 

produced intrinsically as a result of desorbing previously sorbed toxic pollutants. To the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first study assessing the toxicity of microplastics and their possible 

“Trojan Horse” effect by applying an untargeted lipidomic methodology. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304389421017441 
 

 
 
 

Title :Forage taste agents modifying yak grazing decrease soil microbial diversity in alpine 

meadow 

Author: You, Y., Ren, J., Wu, J., (...), Zhou, Q., Hou, F. 

Source:    Applied Soil Ecology 2021 168,104160 

 

Abstract 
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Taste is a crucial sense of livestock for their selective feeding. As feed additives, taste agents 

such as salty and sweet agents are often added to livestock supplementary feed to increase feed 

intake, and bitter agents are commonly used as repellents to protect vegetation from browsing 

animals. Selective feeding of grazing livestock affects community structure and ecosystem 

function in natural grasslands. Regulating livestock feed intake by applying taste agents to 

pasture is a novel grazing management tool. However, the effects of these taste agents on the soil 

microbial community following selective feeding have so far not been fully evaluated. In this 

study, three different taste agents, Denatonium benzoate (bitter agent), NaCl (salty agent), 

and Sodium cyclamate (sweet agent), were sprayed onto alpine meadow pasture on the Qinghai-

Tibet Plateau. Resulting evidence indicates that spray-application of taste agents to alpine 

pasture over three consecutive growing seasons, indirectly modifies soil bacterial diversity by 

stimulating appetite, and encouraging more selective feeding of pasture species. Compared with 

control, treatment with the salty agent increased both yak dry matter intake, and soil bulk 

density, but decreased plant diversity. Yet, increased forage uptake was accompanied by 

alterations to soil nutrient availability and bacterial community structure, including lower soil 

available nitrogen and bacterial α-diversity. Soil bulk density, NO3
−-N, soil 

moisture, aboveground biomass, and quantity of yak dung, were the main forces driving changes 

to soil bacterial diversity. Moreover, the structural equation model showed that applying taste 

agents to pasture affects soil bacterial diversity directly, and indirectly. This study further 

highlights that pastoral application of taste agents has impacts on the soil bacterial community, 

supporting the necessity to include bacterial components in evaluation of the consequences of 

using taste agents as a grazing management tool. 

 

Title: Modelling of soil characteristics as basis for projections of potential future forest 

ecosystem development under climate change and atmospheric nitrogen deposition 

Author: Schlutow, A., Schröder, W., Jenssen, M., Nickel, S. 

Source: Environmental Sciences Europe 2021 33(1),87 

Abstract 

 

Background: The EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 foresees that Member States assess 

conditions and potential developments of ecosystems under climate change and atmospheric 

nitrogen deposition. This combination of environmental impacts has never been modelled for the 

German territory before. Therefore, the aim of the presented dynamic modelling of soil 

parameters under the influence of changing atmospheric nitrogen deposition with simultaneous 

climate change at representative sites in Germany was to derive knowledge about the expected 

development of ecosystem conditions up to a possible change of the respective site-specific 

current ecosystem type. The dynamic modelling was performed with the Very Simple Dynamic 

soil model. The selection of 15 modelling sites regarded the availability of data from 

environmental monitoring programmes routinely operated by public institutions and the aptitude 

of data for parametrising the soil model. The most important input data are time series of 

nitrogen and acid deposition as well as time series of the relevant climatic-ecological parameters. 

The simulation period covered the years 1920–2070. Results: There are no continuous linear 

correlations between the level of acidifying or eutrophying inputs and the course of soil 
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parameter values. The step-like courses result from the resilience of the ecosystems within 

certain parameter ranges. Atmospheric nitrogen deposition has led to nitrogen saturation at 14 of 

15 sites selected for modelling. Currently, no linear (negative) correlation between nitrogen 

deposition and carbon/nitrogen ratio could be established at these sites any more. An increase in 

the N-content in the soil was only slight, if at all. On the other hand, the nitrate concentration in 

the leachate increases in correlation to the N deposition. A clear (negative) correlation was found 

for the dependence of the C/N ratio on the temperature development in connection with climate 

change. The predicted air temperature rise until 2070 will also cause a decrease of the carbon 

content in the future, caused by the increasing activity of decomposing soil organisms. Thus, the 

drastic decrease of the C/N ratio at all of the study sites is due to the significant decrease in the C 

content. The validation shows that the dynamic modelling of abiotic site parameters has 

delivered plausible results at the investigated sites. The applicability of the results could be 

demonstrated. Thus, the evaluation of the time series of soil and climate parameters resulted in 

forest ecosystem types that are capable of self-regeneration in the future under the conditions of 

air pollutant inputs and climate change. Conclusions: The dynamic modelling of soil parameters 

under the influence of atmospheric nitrogen deposition and of climate change enables to 

transparently rank the potential development of ecosystem conditions up to a possible extinction 

of the current ecosystem type. Thus, the soil modelling approach presented contributes to the 

implementation of the European Biodiversity Strategy. 

 

Title: Effectiveness of conservation interventions globally for degraded peatlands in cool-

climate regions 

Author: Rowland, J.A., Bracey, C., Moore, J.L., (...), Bragge, P., Walsh, J.C. 

Source: Biological Conservation 2021 263,109327 

 

Abstract 

 

Peatlands support unique biodiversity and provide essential ecosystem services, such as 

regulating climate and providing freshwater and food. However, land-use change, resource 

extraction and changing climates are threatening peatlands globally. Restoring degraded 

peatlands requires re-establishing the key features that drive these ecosystems – the hydrological 

conditions, chemical properties and characteristic biota. Using the best-available evidence to 

identify management interventions that will effectively abate threats and restore ecological 

processes can help facilitate successful conservation. ‘Rapid evidence reviews’ have emerged in 

healthcare as a method of delivering key research findings to policymakers and decision-makers 

in a timely manner. Here, we used a rapid review approach to identify, appraise and synthesise 

scientific evidence on the effectiveness of conservation interventions intended to restore the 

hydrological conditions, chemical properties and/or characteristic biota of degraded boreal, 

montane, alpine and temperate peatlands globally. We found that there is consistent evidence 

that rewetting, shading or mulching, reprofiling, mowing, controlling grazers and 

active revegetation can improve the condition of degraded peatlands. Taking a whole-system 

approach was reported as essential to successful conservation because the hydrological 

conditions, chemical properties and biota are intrinsically linked. There is consistent evidence 

that restoring peatlands can enhance the ecosystem service of carbon storage. We demonstrate 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/revegetation
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that applying the rapid review approach to a conservation problem: 1) proved efficient for 

synthesising evidence from 453 individual studies collected through 23 reviews, and 2) yielded a 

valuable synthesis of the common interventions to support effective, evidence-based 

conservation and recovery of peatlands globally. This can enable policymakers and practitioners 

to apply the best-available research knowledge when addressing this important challenge. 

 

Title:  Bridging indigenous and Western sciences in freshwater research, monitoring, and 

management in Canada. 

Author:  Alexander, S. M.; Provencher, J. F.; Henri, D. A.; Nanayakkara, L.; Taylor, J. 

J.; Berberi, A.; Lloren, J. I.; Johnson, J. T.; Ballard, M.; Cooke, S. J. 

Source:  Ecological Solutions and Evidence 2021 Vol.2 No.e12085  

 

Abstract 

 

Mutually respectful and reciprocal relationships between people and their environment is a 

central tenet of many Indigenous worldviews. Across the Americas, this relational connection is 

particularly evident when it comes to freshwater ecosystems. However, there are numerous 

threats to these central relationships between Indigenous peoples and their environment. Using 

all available ways of knowing to conserve, prioritize, and restore relationships between 

Indigenous peoples and the environment they live in, and are a part of, is critical. Despite 

legislative requirements and policy commitments, developing and implementing inclusive 

approaches that bridge multiple ways of knowing remains a challenge. 2. This systematic map 

examines the extent, range, and nature of published case studies that seek to bridge Indigenous 

and Western sciences in ecological research, monitoring, or natural resource management across 

Canada’s freshwater aquatic ecosystems. A total of 74 Canadian case studies from 72 articles 

were included in the systematic map. There were 30 distinct species of focus across the 

collection of case studies. 3. This systematic map highlights the diversity of ways knowledge 

systems can be woven, but that the application of these approaches is limited to some key 

regions (the Pacific and northern regions) and species (whitefish and salmon). The extent and 

nature of information provided with regards to demographics (e.g., gender, age) of Indigenous 

knowledge holders contributing to the studies varied widely and in general was poorly reported. 

Across all of the case studies included in the systematic map there were 78 distinct Indigenous 

knowledge systems represented. 4. Fifteen different methodological approaches were identified 

with communitybased participatory research being the most prevalent approach. The presence 

and diversity of Indigenous methodologies employed was also notable and was greater as 

compared to a previous study of Canada’s coastal marine regions. 

Collectively, these findings point to a potential emerging transformation in research focused on 

freshwater ecosystems, habitats, and species to a practice that elevates the role of Indigenous 

communities, centres Indigenous science and knowledge, and is informed by Indigenous ways of 

being and doing. 

https://www.cabdirect.org/cabdirect/FullTextPDF/2021/20210279998.pdf 
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Title: Toward monitoring forest ecosystem integrity within the post-2020 Global Biodiversity 

Framework 

Author: Hansen, AJ; Noble, BP; (...); Virnig, ALS 

Source: CONSERVATION LETTERS 14 (4) July 2021 

 

Abstract 

 

Signatory countries to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) are formulating goals and 

indicators through 2050 under the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework (GBF). Among the 

goals is increasing the integrity of ecosystems. The CBD is now seeking input toward a 

quantifiable definition of integrity and methods to track it globally. Here, we offer a schema for 

using Earth observations (EO) to monitor and evaluate global forest ecosystem integrity (EI). 

Our approach builds on three topics: the concept of EI, the use of satellite-based EO, and the use 

of “essential biodiversity variables” to monitor and report on it. Within this schema, EI is a 

measure of the structure, function, and composition of an ecosystem relative to the range of 

variation determined by climatic–geophysical environment. We use evaluation criteria to 

recommend eight potential indicators of EI that can be monitored around the globe using Earth 

Observations to support the efforts of nations to monitor and report progress to implement the 

post-2020 GBF. If operationalized, this schema should help Parties to the CBD take action and 

report progress on achieving ecosystem commitments during this decade. 

 

Title: Applications of TLS and ALS in Evaluating Forest Ecosystem Services: A Southern 

Carpathians Case Study 

Author: Dobre, AC; Pascu, IS; (...); Badea, O 

Source: FORESTS 12 (9) Sep 2021 

 

Abstract 

 

Forests play an important role in biodiversity conservation, being one of the main providers of 

ecosystem services, according to the Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity. The functions 

and ecosystem services provided by forests are various concerning the natural capital and the 

socio-economic systems. Past decades of remote-sensing advances make it possible to address a 

large set of variables, including both biophysical parameters and ecological indicators, that 

characterize forest ecosystems and their capacity to supply services. This research aims to 

identify and implement existing methods that can be used for evaluating ecosystem services by 

employing airborne and terrestrial stationary laser scanning on plots from the Southern 

Carpathian mountains. Moreover, this paper discusses the adaptation of field-based approaches 

for evaluating ecological indicators to automated processing techniques based on airborne 

and terrestrial stationary laser scanning (ALS and TLS). Forest ecosystem functions, such as 

provisioning, regulation, and support, and the overall forest condition were assessed through the 

measurement and analysis of stand-based biomass characteristics (e.g., trees' heights, wood 

volume), horizontal structure indices (e.g., canopy cover), and recruitment-mortality processes as 

well as overall health status assessment (e.g., dead trees identification, deadwood volume). The 

paper, through the implementation of the above-mentioned analyses, facilitates the development 

https://0510m3yol-y-https-www-webofscience-com.proxy.zendy.io/wos/author/record/36022577
https://0510m3yol-y-https-www-webofscience-com.proxy.zendy.io/wos/author/record/41774682
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of a complex multi-source monitoring approach as a potential solution for assessing ecosystem 

services provided by the forest, as well as a basis for further monetization approaches. 

 

Title: Land surface phenology as indicator of global terrestrial ecosystem dynamics: A 

systematic review 

Author: Caparros-Santiago, JA; Rodriguez-Galiano, V and Dash, J 

Source: SPRS JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND REMOTE SENSING 171 , 

pp.330-347 Jan 2021 

 

Abstract 

Vegetation phenology is considered an important biological indicator in understanding the 

behaviour of ecosystems and how it responds to environmental cues. Changes in vegetation 

dynamics have been strongly linked to the variability of climate patterns and may have an 

important impact on the ecological processes of ecosystems, such as the land surface-atmosphere 

exchange of water and carbon, energy flows and interaction between different species. Land 

surface phenology (LSP) is the study of seasonal patterns in plant phenophases based on time 

series from vegetation indices (VI) or biophysical variables derived from satellite data, and has 

played an essential role in monitoring the response of terrestrial ecosystems to environmental 

changes from local to global scales. The goal of this systematic literature review is to provide a 

detailed synthesis of the main contributions of the global LSP research to the development of 

environmental knowledge and remote sensing science and technology, identifying possible gaps 

that could be addressed in the coming years. 

This systematic review found that the number of LSP studies has grown exponentially since the 

1980s, although the analysis of phenological metrics or phenometrics derived from satellite data 

(i.e. proxies for the biological phenophases of plants) has focused specifically 

on ecosystems located in the mid- and high-altitude in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. boreal 

forest/taiga, evergreen, deciduous or mixed temperate forest). LSP studies use different satellite 

dataset and methods to estimate phenometrics. These studies identified an advance in spring and 

a delay in autumn phenophases as general trends. Although these trends were associated mainly 

to changes in temperature and precipitation, phenological cycle dynamics might be related to 

other drivers, such as photoperiod, soil moisture or organic carbon content, among others. 

Therefore, this interaction between different climatic and non-climatic drivers make phenology 

modelling a difficult task. Hence, in the coming years, a greater integration of LSP data 

into ecological process modelling could provide a more complete overview on 

the terrestrial ecosystems functioning. Furthermore, different technical and methodological 

aspects (e.g. greater temporal coverage of recent high-spatial-resolution satellites, advances in 

remote-sensing technology or improved efficiency in the computational processing of geospatial 

data) may also contribute to improve our understanding of Earth's ecosystem dynamics and their 

environmental drivers. 

 

Title: Application of land ecological environment risk assessment based on SAR image 

Author: Ji, WG and Cui, JM 

Source: ARABIAN JOURNAL OF GEOSCIENCES 14 (17) Sep 2021 
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Abstract 

 

The ecological environment of land is an important part of the ecosystem. Extracting land eco-

environmental information is very important to realize environmental change monitoring and 

sustainable development. In the past, people used surface measurement and optical remote 

sensing technology to extract land ecological environment information. According to the data 

measured by the surface survey method, the accuracy is relatively low, and it is difficult to meet 

the application needs of people. However, because of its own characteristics, optical remote 

sensing is easy to be disturbed by the weather and cannot extract the land ecological environment 

information timely and accurately. The development of SAR technology provides a new way to 

extract land ecological environment information. This technology cannot be affected by cloud, 

rain, and fog and can be used for all day monitoring of land ecological environment risk 

assessment. In addition, the full polarimetric SAR image directly opens up a new method of 

land ecological information extraction. According to Wishart H/alpha, the classification 

algorithm extracts the land eco-environmental cover information from the full polarimetric SAR 

image. The classification algorithm is applied to all the polarization data in a certain area, and the 

coverage information is extracted according to the scattering mechanism of 

the terrestrial ecological environment. After comparing the extraction accuracy with the optical 

image, it is found that the land ecological environment coverage information is extracted by 

different methods under different visual values of multi-view processing. Using error analysis to 

improve the classification algorithm, improve the accuracy of land eco-environmental cover 

information extraction, the past accuracy of 54.0% to 81.7%, and the accuracy of 73.1% to 

88.0%. Based on the impact of the application of SAR image in land ecological environment risk 

assessment, a new concept assessment model is established. Through this method, the past 

evaluation model can be improved. 

Title: Building a socio-ecological monitoring platform for the comprehensive management of 

tropical dry forests 

Author: Norden, N; Gonzalez, R; (...); Garcia, H 

Source:  PLANTS PEOPLE PLANET 3 (3) , pp.238-248 May 2021 

 

Abstract 

 

Societal Impact Statement Tropical dry forests (TDF) underpin the wellbeing of millions, mostly 

rural populations; yet have suffered from severe clearing in Colombia, triggering cascading 

effects such as desertification. By engaging scientists, society, and institutions in the 

establishment of platforms for monitoring biodiversity and ecosystem functioning, crucial 

knowledge gaps will be bridged, helping to find a path toward sustainable development. Science-

led but socially and economically anchored information on biodiversity will help to incorporate 

nature's contributions to people into the society's cultural values. Ultimately, these transformative 

actions will translate into the comprehensive management of TDF through a greater impact in 

decision making. Thousands of permanent plots have been established across the tropics with the 

purpose of monitoring tree communities. Research outcomes from these platforms, however, 

have been mainly directed toward the academic community, and their contribution to society has 

been limited so far. Here, we show how generating robust data on biodiversity has supported 

decision making in Colombian tropical dry forests (TDF), where less than 8% of their original 

https://0510m3yol-y-https-www-webofscience-com.proxy.zendy.io/wos/woscc/full-record/WOS:000683468000003
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cover remains. As a first step to build a national dialogue around the critical status of this 

ecosystem, a national collaborative network on TDF research and monitoring was born in 2014, 

the Red de Investigacion y Monitoreo del Bosque Seco Tropical en Colombia (Red BST-Col). 

Our main goal is to generate scientifically sound information that feeds into the comprehensive 

management of this ecosystem. To do so, a set of biodiversity monitoring platforms has been 

established across the country, which have already served to answer socio-ecological questions 

related with deforestation drivers, citizen science, or the valuation of ecosystem services. 

Overall, this research agenda has nurtured the four lines that underpin the Program for the 

comprehensive management of dry forests in Colombia (knowledge management, preservation, 

restoration, and sustainable use), formulated by the Humboldt Institute, the United Nations 

Development Programme, and the Ministry of Environment in 2019. Many challenges are ahead, 

however, for a complex territory where multiple social actors and productive sectors coexist. The 

ultimate goal is to integrate all the dimensions of biodiversity to achieve a synthetic 

understanding of the functioning of the most endangered ecosystem in Colombia, and its 

relationship with local communities' wellbeing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Article 

 

Title:Stocktaking the environmental coverage of a continental ecosystem observation network 

Author: Greg R. Guerin,Kristen J. Williams,Ben Sparrow,Andrew J. Lowe, 

Source: ECOSPHERE 11 (12) Dec 20 

 

Abstract 

Field-based sampling of terrestrial habitats at continental scales is required to build ecosystem 

observation networks. A key challenge for detecting change in ecosystem composition, structure, 

and function within these observatories is to obtain a representative sample of habitats. 

Representative sampling across a continent contributes to ecological validity when analyzing 

spatially distributed data. However, field resources are limited, and actual representativeness 

may differ markedly from theoretical expectations. Here, we report a post hoc evaluation of the 

coverage of environmental gradients as a surrogate for ecological representativeness by a 

continental-scale survey undertaken by the Australian Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network 

(TERN). TERN’s surveillance program maintains a network of ecosystem observation plots 

initially established in the rangelands through a stratification method (clustering of bioregions by 

environment) and application of the Ausplots survey methodology. Subsequent site selection 

comprised gap-filling and opportunistic sampling. We confirmed that environmental coverage 

https://051033ynw-y-https-esajournals-onlinelibrary-wiley-com.proxy.zendy.io/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Guerin%2C+Greg+R
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was a good surrogate for ecological representativeness. The cumulative sampling of 

environments and plant species composition over time were strongly correlated (based on mean 

multivariate dispersion; r = 0.93). We compared environmental sampling of Ausplots to 100,000 

background points and a set of retrospective (virtual) sampling schemes: systematic grid, simple 

random, stratified random, and generalized random-tessellation stratified (GRTS). Differences 

were assessed according to sampling densities along environmental gradients, and multivariate 

dispersion. Ausplots outperformed systematic grid, simple random, and GRTS in coverage of 

environmental space (Tukey HSD of mean dispersion, P < 0.001). GRTS site selection obtained 

similar coverage to Ausplots when employing the same bioregional stratification. Stratification 

by climatic zones generated the highest environmental coverage (P < 0.001), although resulting 

sampling densities over-represented mesic coastal habitats. The Ausplots bioregional 

stratification implemented under practical constraints represented complex environments well, 

compared to statistically oriented or spatially even samples. Potential statistical power also 

depends on replication, unbiased site selection, and accuracy of field measurements relative to 

the magnitude of change. Consistent with previous studies, our stocktake analysis confirmed that 

environmental, rather than spatial, stratification is required to maximize ecological coverage 

across continental ecosystem observation networks, and the approach to establishing TERN 

Ausplots was robust. We recommend targeted gap-filling to complete sampling. 

https://051033ynw-y-https-esajournals-onlinelibrary-wiley-

com.proxy.zendy.io/doi/10.1002/ecs2.3307 

 

Title: Composition and diversity of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi spore associated with different 

land-use types in tropical gold mine. 

Author: Tuheteru, F. D.; Husna; Albasri; Arif, A.; Kramadibrata, K.; Soka, G. 

Source: Journal of Degraded and Mining Lands Management 2020 Vol.8 No.1 pp.2503-2512 

 

Abstract 

 

Understanding the composition and diversity of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) is 

imperative for potentially enhancing their ecological role in different terrestrial ecosystems. Land 

use can have substantial effects on AMF species composition and diversity, but such effects have 

been explored less in tropical landscapes. In this study, we assessed the effects of disturbances 

on AMF species richness, observed the potential development of AMF types to produce 

mycorrhizal biofertilizer bioinoculants. This study was conducted identifying and selecting 

AMFs was for the purpose of managing post-mining land in Bombana District, Southeast 

Sulawesi, Indonesia. AMF spores collected from the field and trap culture were directly isolated 

and morphologically identified. A total of 15 AMF species were identified, including 11 species 

from field samples and 9 species from trap cultures. We noted that five AMF species were 

unique to field conditions and 5 AMF species were uniquely isolated from trap culture. It appears 

that Glomeraceae family contributed the highest number of species in all land-use types. Glomus 

sp. 1 was the most frequent species found in all land-use types. The Simpson’s index, Shannon 

index and evenness ranged from 1.60 ± 0.51 to 2.40 ± 0.40; 0.41 ± 0.17 to 0.62 ± 0.17; 0.25 ± 

0.10 to 0.39 ± 0.11, respectively. In this study, we found three new records of AMF species 

including Entrophospora colombiana, Sclerocystis microcarpa and Glomus coronatum for 
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Indonesia, i.e. from this study, it is clear that different land-use types affected AMF spore 

composition and species diversity. All AMF species found in this study were then applied to the 

land to improve land quality. 

https://www.cabdirect.org/cabdirect/FullTextPDF/2020/20203476290.pdf 

 

Title: Analyzing carbon stocks in a Mediterranean forest enterprise: a case study from Kizildag, 

Turkey. 

Author: Dinc, M.; Vatandaslar, C. 

Source:  Cerne 2019 Vol.25 No.4 pp.402-414 

 

Abstract 

 

Carbon dioxide is one of the most important greenhouse gases responsible for global climate 

change. Terrestrial ecosystems are widely recognized as useful mechanisms, as they store large 

quantities of carbon in their bodies. In this context, the present study aims at analyzing carbon 

stocks in forest (both productive and degraded), grassland, and agricultural ecosystems of 

Kizildag Planning Unit. To this end, forest inventory data, published statistics, and GIS tools 

were used for modeling carbon densities of these three ecosystems in a spatially explicit manner. 

Moreover, carbon contents were estimated for different pools including above- and below-

ground biomass, litter layer, deadwood, and soil components. Results showed that a total of 

nearly 3.5 million tons of carbon stored in the entire study area. When standardized to per unit 

area, productive and degraded forests stocked the most significant amounts followed by 

grassland and cropland land use/land cover (LULC) classes. The average density was 120.8 tons 

ha-1 for productive forests, while it was 32.3 tons ha-1 for croplands. The vast majority of these 

amounts stocked in soil pools for each LULC classes. Therefore, special attention should be paid 

for soil carbon studies which are very rare in the region. Regarding spatial distribution, Kizildag 

showed a rather non-homogeneous pattern in terms of carbon densities. Hotspots generally 

accumulated in the southwestern parts, as well as near the east border of the study area. Carbon 

densities could be as high as 200-245 tons ha-1 in these hotspots. Those areas were dominated by 

mixed stands of Taurus fir, cedar, and black pine at older ages and they were designated 

primarily for protective functions in the forest management plan. It is concluded that vast 

degraded forestlands in the region offer great opportunities to forest managers as an effective 

mechanism in combatting climate change. Therefore, rehabilitation, afforestation, and forest 

protection activities should be accelerated as possible. 

https://www.cabdirect.org/cabdirect/FullTextPDF/2020/20203154534.pdf 

 

Title: sland characteristics and samplingmethodologies influence the use of stable isotopes as an 

ecosystem function assessment tool. 

Author:  Pascoe, P.; Shaw, J.; Trebilco, R.; Kong, S.; Jones, H. 

Source: Ecological Solutions and Evidence 2021 Vol.2 No.e12082 

Abstract 

 

Monitoring seabird-derived nutrients on islands following invasive mammal eradications may 

provide a useful, cost- and time-efficient indication of the recovery of ecosystem function; 
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however, the technique has only been investigated on environmentally similar islands. How 

seabird-derived nutrients recover on islands with different characteristics, and how differences in 

sampling regimes affect results is poorly understood. 2. To determine how different island 

characteristics (size, geographic location and invasion history) and aspects of the sampling 

regime (sample collection year, season and intra-island location) influence seabird-derived 

nutrients we collated nitrogen stable isotope (δ15N) data from three ecosystem components (soil, 

plants and spiders), collected on 28 islands around New Zealand.We investigated which 

variables best predict δ15N using linear-mixed effects models. Accounting for these variables 

and using still-invaded and never-invaded islands as controls for recovery, we then investigated 

changes in δ15N on islands at different stages following invasive mammal eradication. 3. Island 

size, invasion history and the presence of seabirds in the direct vicinity of a sampling location all 

influenced δ15N. After accounting for these variables, δ15N increased with time since 

eradication in soils, plants and spiders, though there was still some variation that our chosen 

variables could not explain. 4. This study demonstrates the importance of considering island 

characteristics and sampling methods when assessing seabird-derived nutrient recovery and 

highlights the need for additional targeted sample collection on islands to help separate out the 

effects of time since eradication and other confounding variables affecting δ15N. Improved 

understanding of these factors will be prerequisite for furthering this technique as a useful 

addition to the post-eradication monitoring tool kit  
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Abstract 

 

Virgin forests are unique ecosystems, which can be used as etalon for basic monitoring 

investigation. The paper presents original results of research. The aim of this study was long 

term investigation of soil microbiome in primeval forest ecosystems of Carpathian Biosphere 

Reserve, namely the structure of microbial communities, the number of major ecological-

functional groups and determining hot spots. The Hotspots mapping is realized through GIS 

(Geographical Information System) technology. It was found that the structure and functional 

activity of soil microbiome change with altitude. Rebuilding structure of soil microbiome was 

fixed at altitude 555m; 776m; 1040m. The soil at altitude of 1,040 meters above sea level was 

characterized by minimum content of ammonifiers. At the altitude of 555 meters content of 

ammonifiers increased at six times, which indicates accumulation of organic matter in the soil. 

Similar changes occurred with the number of bacteria which are using mineral forms of nitrogen 

for their nutrition. Their maximum quantity was in the soil of biotope disposed at altitude of 555 

meters above sea level. After 10 years, fluctuations of soil microbiota at different altitudes were 

the same. Long term monitoring during 2008-2018 years allowed determining hot spots in 

structural successions of soil microbiome. 
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